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Effectiveness of ketamine and propofol for Procedural Sedation and
Analgesia (PSA) in pediatrics surgery and bone marrow aspiration.
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Abstract
Bone marrow and Biopsy could be an agonizing method worn out children with hematologic
clutters. Ketamine and Propofol blend is broadly utilized for its combined impact of amnesia and
absense of pain as well as hemodynamic solidness and diminished post procedural unfavorable
occasions. Smooth absense of pain and anesthesia is required in such like pediatrics procedures.
To compare the adequacy of ketofol in 1:2 versus 1:3 combinations for Procedural sedation
and absense of pain in children experiencing Bone marrow goal and Biopsy at Tikur Anbessa
Specialized Clinic from December 2019–March 2020. Procedural Sedation and Absense of pain
(PSA) infers the state of medicate actuated resistance of awkward or excruciating symptomatic,
interventional restorative and surgical strategies. Ketofol (ketamine and Propofol blend) may
be a great combination of drugs for PSA in excruciating methods in pediatrics coming about in
hemodynamic and respiratory security. A combination of these drugs gives sedation, absense of
pain, and fast recuperation with hemodynamic solidness and negligible respiratory misery.
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Introduction
Bone Marrow Desire (BMA) may be a cytological
arrangement of bone marrow cells gotten by desire of marrow
and a spread of the cells. It is utilized to analyze, confirm, and/
or arrange hematologic malignancies. It makes a difference to
assess cytopenias, thrombocytosis, leucocytosis, anaemia’s,
and press status. It is additionally a symptomatic device in
non-hematological disarranges such as capacity disarranges
and systemic contaminations. Amid Bone Marrow Biopsy
(BMB) a test is taken from the bone to be inspected beneath
microscope [1]. BMA and Biopsy is an obtrusive strategy
frequently drained children. This method leads to impressive
torment and trouble in children, which is why they require
satisfactory sedation and absence of pain amid the strategy.
Sedation in children needs extraordinary contemplations, and
a few drugs utilized for sedation are not as solid as those for
anesthesia. Aesthetic specialists for procedural sedation ought to
have speedy onset and recuperation time, whereas giving palatable
absense of pain and sedation with cardiopulmonary homeostasis,
amnesia, and engine control all through the strategy. In spite of
the fact that numerous pharmacological operators have a few of
these qualities, none have all of them. The address of “why not
utilize one sedate rather than two?” remains to be replied. There's
no perfect sedate at present, so one should discover the proper
combination to realize the culminate sedation [2].
Ketamine and Propofol blended within the same syringe
(ketofol) is picking up intrigued as the operator of choice for

procedural sedation and absense of pain (PS BMA and Biopsy
is an obtrusive strategy frequently tired children [3].
This method leads to significant torment and trouble in
children, which is why they require satisfactory sedation
and absence of pain amid the strategy. Sedation in children
needs uncommon contemplations, and a few drugs utilized for
sedation are not as solid as those for anesthesia. Ketamine could
be a phencyclidine anaesthetic that produces strongly absense
of pain and thoughtful anxious framework incitement, coming
about in expanded blood weight and heart rate. Not at all
like Propanol, ketamine causes negligible cardiovascular and
respiratory misery. Patients keep up defensive aviation route
reflexes as well as unconstrained breath intraoperatively. A
major antagonistic impact of ketamine is the frequency of rise
responses at expanding dosages such as bad dreams or striking
visualizations The combination of ketamine and Propofol has
gotten intrigued as a PSA regimen that permits the arrangement
of the method utilizing sedate dosages lower than regularly
required for each specialist alone, whereas the sickness and
psychic recuperation impacts of ketamine are counteracted
by the narcotic and antiemetic impacts of Propofol. Ketamine
may be a phencyclidine anaesthetic that produces seriously
absense of pain and thoughtful anxious framework incitement,
coming about in expanded blood weight and heart rate [4].
Not at all like Propofol, has ketamine caused negligible
cardiovascular and respiratory discouragement. Patients keep
up defensive aviation route reflexes as well as unconstrained
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breath intraoperatively. A major unfavorable impact of
ketamine is the rate of development responses at expanding
dosages such as bad dreams or striking hallucinations.
The combination of ketamine and Propofol has gotten intrigued
as a PSA regimen that permits the arrangement of the method
utilizing medicate measurements lower than ordinarily
required for each specialist alone, whereas the sickness and
psychic recuperation impacts of ketamine are counteracted by
the narcotic and antiemetic impacts of Propofol [5].

Conclusion
The components of procedural sedation and absense of pain
ought to incorporate satisfactory level of sedation and absense
of pain, negligible antagonistic drug-related occasions, and
a steady cardiovascular and respiratory status. Since there's
no one perfect operator display, it is common to utilize
combination of distinctive drugs. Several Ponders which
examined ketofol blends with different extents of ketamine
and Propofol, recommend combining moo measurements
ketamine with Propofol produces satisfactory sedation and
absense of pain with negligible unfavorable occasions. In any
case, no agreement has been come to on an ideal KetaminePropofol proportion.
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